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About the Speak Up
Days

 Speak Up Days is one of LundaEkonomerna’s largest

events and is conducted by The Education Committee as

part of our ongoing work with education surveillance. The

opinions of students on educational matters are collected

through a survey and the data is presented in the

following report. Due to the current pandemic the focus

for this semester, as well as the previous one, has been to

of the survey has been digital teaching. Lastly, we would

like to thank all the students who participated in this

year’s Speak Up Days.

Yours sincerely, The Education Committee – On your side!

 

 

 



PART ICPANTS

A total of  352 students participated

in this year’s Speak Up Days, at

 Lund University School of

Economics and Management.

 

Students by institution

Business
Administration

23%

Business Law 29%

Economic History 11.4%

Economics 29.3%

Informatics 6.5%

Statistics 1%

Students by programme

Ekonomie
kandidatprogrammet

50.3%

International Business 5.7%

Economy & Society 4.5%

Masters 23%

Systemvetenskapliga
programmet

6%

Elective courses &
other programmes

4.5%



How has online teaching

affected the following:
-3 = very negatively, 0 = not at all, 3 = very positively

Mental Health

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
0

50

100

150

Motivation

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
0

50

100

150

Learning Capability

-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
0

50

100

150



How could the teachers
improve the digital

situation?
 
 

 
 

"Since everything is online and we are supposed to try
to not see many people outside of our own household
it could be helpful if the teachers gave out more
material for home studies, like practice assignments
with solutions."

"By making it more interactive"

"Learn more about the features of Zoom. Breakout
rooms, polls, muting everyone etc.."

"Live lectures at least once a week, spread the
workload more so the final exam isn’t 100% of the
grade"
 

 

"Primarily use live zoom lectures but record these so
that they are available to rewatch at a later date."



How do you experience the quality

of the following support functions?

Career Center

1 2 3 4 5 Haven't
used

0

100

200

300

Library

1 2 3 4 5 Haven't
used

0

50

100

150

Student Health
(Studenthälsan)

1 2 3 4 5 Haven't
used

0

100

200

300



How many hours have you,

on average, spent on

studies per week this term?

0-15

16-20

21-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41-45

46+

5% 10% 15% 20% 25%



How Satisfied Are You With The

Current Study Places?

1 2 3 4 5
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

(1 = not satisfied, 5 = very satisfied)



How would you rate the following
with regards to digital teaching?

Lectures

1 2 3 4 5 Haven't
used

0

50

100

150

Exams

1 2 3 4 5 Haven't
used

0

50

100

150

Seminars

1 2 3 4 5 Haven't
used

0

50

100

150



If next term is online as well,
how could LUSEM improve

lectures?

"Using whiteboard, not only slides."

"It’s clear that some teachers simply haven’t been
taught how to use canvas, or digital solutions in
general. They have to be taught this."

"Creative, engaging and more energy!"

"Use a combination of live zoom lectures and recorded
versions of these, instead of solely one or the other."

"More interaction between teachers and students."

"More digital tools to engage"



If next term is online as well,
how could LUSEM improve

seminars?
 

"Smaller seminar groups, weekly task / quiz or
discussion topic."

"More interactive in smaller groups"

"More interaction and use the tools in Zoom!"

"Mandatory and very clear and concise instructions
for the preparation. "

"Help teachers in educating them in how to host
seminars and make sure everyone stays active while
at a distance."



If next term is online as well,
how could LUSEM improve

exams?
 

     
"Preparing students of how to do the exams online."

"It could be great if teachers give feedback to our
exam answers individually. Because we write an exam
but we never know where we are making mistakes. It
would help us to understand fully and improve our
performance in studies."

"Don't over estimate our benefit of having access to
the literature, we don't have time to look things up in
it anyways. Make them as similar to ordinary exams
as you can, the not knowing of what format the are in
is very stressful and affects how to study ahead."

"Don't shorten the time! Many exams this spring that were unreasonable
in order of how much time that was given. During salstentor, you never
had to stress through all the answers. However, online-exams has many
times been shortened or made "extra difficult" which makes it impossible
to have the time to doublecheck answers - something I always used to do
before."

"To set up a clear framework for how to make online
exams equal to physical exams and to have them
evaluated before students take them."



How do you experience the
quality of the following
examination forms?

Canvas PDF hand-in

1 2 3 4 5 Haven't
used

0

50

100

150

Inspera multiple choice

1 2 3 4 5 Haven't
used

0

50

100

150

Inspera combined text and multiple
choice

1 2 3 4 5 Haven't
used

0
50
100
150

Canvas quiz

1 2 3 4 5 Haven't
used

0

100

200

Inspera only text

1 2 3 4 5 Haven't
used

0

100

200



'

Is Canvas a suitable platform for
communication?

Has your schedule and calendar in
Canvas been clear, accessible and easy
to understand/follow?

Yes 92.3% No 7.7%

Canvas learning platform

Yes 65.9%

No 30.7%

Haven't used 3.4%



What tools for communication have you
experienced within Canvas?

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No
0

100

200

300

400

Announcements Canvas inbox/email

Discussion Chat

Is a lack of
consistency
across
di�erent
Canvas pages
an issue to
you?

Yes 54% No 46%



How could the
usage of
Canvas in
general be
improved? 

"More usage of the already

existing functions, such as

chatt etc"

"Maybe that the teachers have

som guidance and uses it the

same way. Different courses

uses canvas in different ways

so sometimes it's a bit

confusing. But in general it's

good."

"All teachers should have a

clearer layout and the same

layout"

"Standardize how courses

share information on canvas.

Always post the zoom link at

the same place, like the

calendar-function."
"Fix the integration with

TimeEdit"



If next term is online as well, how
could LUSEM improve teacher
communications?

"By having a consistent

communication style throughout

lectures. "

"Use the chat cog dialysis in forum

more and offer meetings to discuss

assignments"

"That they all would use canvas, for
example announcement to get new
information out."

"Every teacher giving the
information out a similar way"

"I think Canvas is a great

plattform! We only need to

learn it better and work more

similar within Canvas."

"Have more time for questions
when in zoom."



Where it is not possible for classes
to be held with full in-person
attendance, would you prefer for
hybrid options to be made
available?
 
 

 
 

Yes 68.2% No 14.8%

I don't know 17%

The survey was conducted
before the stricter covid-19
restrictions 24/11/20  from the
Swedish government.

If next term were to be physical, what
aspect of digital teaching should LUSEM

continue with?

"Recording lectures. Having office hours online
as well as offline, so students don't have to
travel to school for a short discussion."

"Using canvas effficiently."

"Record the lectures and put them on canvas!"



Are you satis�ed with the extent to which
your courses incorporate contemporary
issues into the curriculum?
(ex: equality, climate change, etc)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                  1 = not satisfied, 5 = very satisfied

1 2 3 4 5
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5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%



If you could complement your
current bachelor with another
subject, what would it be?

More IT 19.9%

More data analytics 21.0%

More politics 14.8%

More sustainability 21.6%

Other 22.7%

Other:

"History or intelligence analysis"

"Digital marketing"

"More behavioral economics"

"Some kind of psychology"

"More accounting"



'

What do you think about the size of
your class?

Is there anything else you would like
to bring to LUSEM's attention?

There are too many
people

17%

There are many, but
it works okay

70.2%

There are few, but it
works okay

11.6%

There are too few
people

1.1%

"Keep up the good work, these times are

difficult for both students and teachers. Have

indulgence with each other."

 

 

 

 

"We need a curator! All other issues are

already raised."

"Having mini-quizzes throughout the course

on each subject is amazing!! More quizzes for

the people!"

 

 

 

 



Thank you to
all the

participants! 

Educations Committee -
Always on your side!


